
Events are expensive and stressful enough without worrying 
about swag. Printfection’s platform lets you create, manage, 
and ship buzzworthy swag to your events in a snap.

Event swag made easy
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We can do standard swag but we can also go the 
extra mile with Converse shoes, headphones, etc.

Cool swag that drives real traffic

Have an upcoming event and need to order more 
swag? We make it a breeze.

Keep track of all your inventory

Need swag to arrive on a specific date? We offer 
guaranteed delivery to your venue, worldwide.

Guaranteed delivery dates

With a click of a button, understand how much you’re 
spending on event swag throughout the year.

Reporting & insights

We’ll monitor shipments and alert you ahead of time 
to any weather delays or other issues.

White-glove service and tracking

Branded tablecloths, pop-up banners, spin-the-wheel 
games? We do all that, too.

Booth & display items

Coordinating event swag can be painful—but it doesn’t have to be.
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No more swag closet

No more last minute ordering

No more wasted swag

No more worrying about what swag to bring 

We store your event swag at our fulfillment center

See and manage your inventory all online

Ship unused merchandise back to our fulfillment center

Our merch team can recommend trending items

Say adios to unorganized boxes. With event packing, all of your apparel arrive neatly rolled and labeled.



“Getting swag to events is a cakewalk with Printfection. We always know if we have enough 
inventory before a big show, and we can get everything shipped in a couple clicks. Night and 
day difference from how we used to do it.”

Quip saves hours of time on event swag with Printfection

GARRETT SCOTT,  MARKETING DIRECTOR AT QUIP
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